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There is a myth quite well-known among the people of the northern pole called “skimoes
story”. When a skimo gets old, because of the scarcity of decent food for the troop and
the very fact that he cannot do anything for the troop, he/she goes somewhere far from
the troop territory, lying down on the ice and waiting for death. It is a real dramatic story
;nonetheless, in today’s social relationships, that is still the same. From the where I stand,
there could be an optimistic point of view to this incident though there is a hidden
bitterness inside.
.........................................
It seems that human is close to find the elixir of life. It is not anymore astonishing seeing
People at the age of 80 or 90. Every day we get informed about new findings on the
agedness genes and the pertinent developments in that field. Also, in social fields we see
many old people still holding responsibility of their jobs while being in absolute health
and best shape. From where I stand, there are numerous reasons for this alteration -from
dying at young age to living long - like medical advances, social care and the hard-tokeep-pace-with advance of technology.
.............................................................
Nowadays, globalization is the headline of news everywhere. This is a big change
approximately occurring all around the world. Such a philosophy -and others - claim that
the boundary constraints have got to be literally wiped off the maps and that the whole
world should come into a united small village. My country –Iran--- is not excluded from
this alteration. From my point of view, globalization affects my country in many different
fields which I’m going to explain the most impressive ones in the following paragraphs.
...........................................

The knowledge gained from the experience works better than the knowledge from the
books? This question positions parallel to the challenge between the old and the youth.
Nowadays, it seems a real big challenge because the lack of job for the youth. From the
where I stand, though there is many new subjects in the books, we have to trust the
experimental knowledge which has examined throw the history.
...................................................................

